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study were fossil-fuel costs and wind-turbine costs. In the
,Abstract White Paper the potential market for which the renewable

_echnologies were competing was assumed to be projected
This study explores the _nsitivity r_f future wind energy mar-

- new generation growth. Because wind energy is an mtermit-
ket penetration to available wind resoure(_ wind system costs, tent energy source, this study considered it to Ix',a fuel _aver
and competing energy system fuel costs for several possible
ener_ market evolution scenarios. The methodology for the that displaces only fuel and variable operation and mainte-
modeling is described in general terms. Cost curves for wind nance (O&M) costs of fossil-based generating sym;terns. In thissituation, wind systems could be installed in addi.tion to other
technology evolution are presented and used in coniunction generation murr, es just to save on fuel costs. Because no ca-
with wind resource estimates and energy market projections pacity credit for displacing conventional generation is as-
to estimate wind penetration into the market. Results are sumed, this study expands the potential market to ali existing
presented that show the sensitivity of the growth of wind en.

fuel-based generation sources, as well as new generation
orgy use to key cost parameters and to some of the underlying growth.
modeling assumptions. In interpreting the results, the authors

place particular emphasis on the relative influence of the pa- Because the major focus of this study is to explore the sensi-
rameters studied, tivity to various parameters and modeling assumptions_ the re-

suits are useful in developing a better understanding of how
Backtz!'ound market, resource availability, and technology-related vanables

are likely to influence the growth in use of wind technolog3,.
To estimate the energy that might be obtained from renew- The results indicate which variables are most important and
;_ble cner_ sources, the U.S. Department of Energy rc- which variables just don't matter. The authors make no claim
quested that the appropriate national laboratories lointly un- that the results presented are more realistic than thoce pre-dcrtake an assessment study. The results of this effort were

documented in the report entitled, The Potential o[ Renewable seated in the White Paper, nor are these results considered to
Enerk,v, An Interlaboratory White Paper (1) _hereafter referred be accurate predictions of the future. The results simply
to as "the White Paper"). This work subdivided the contigu- demonstrate general trends and specific sensitivities to input
c_us48 states into four regions and then looked at the poten- assumptions.

tial for the use of renewable energy sources over the time Meth(_dology
frame lt.D0 to 2030. The study considered the availability of

resources, three scenarios for technology development, and a -Estimating the potential energy contribution for wind tech-
common projection for future market growth and fossil-fuel nology requires projections of the future energy market for
cost escalation. This study was accomplished ft_r ali the rc- competing sources, knowledge of the available wind resource,
newable technologies on a very tight schedule that allowed no projections for future wind system costs, and assumptions
time to explore the sensitivity of the resulting projections to concerning the likely rate of penetration of wind technology
the underlying assumptions, into the market. The potential contributions for wind energy

The purpose of the current effort is to expand the modeling were computed for a particular region and time as follows:
;_pproach of the White Paper to determine the sensitivity of 1) Future energy market projections were used to es-
the estimated wind energy market penetration to the key cost tablish a regional avoided cost tor a particular time
parameters and to some of the underlying modeling assump- frame. Avoided cost for this study ix defined as fuel
tions. "It) accomplish this for the current study, a spreadsheet plus variable O&M costs and is calculated on a re-
computer model was developed. The key cost parameters for gloria' basis.



2) Wind system cost curves as a function of wind speed WindEner_ Cost Projections
and time were used to determine the minimum cost

competitive mean wind speed for each time frame. "Thecost of energy (,COE_ estimates used for wind technology
are presented in Figure 1, along with the avoided cost range

3) The resource available in a region that had a site ft)r the tbur study regions used in this study. The avoided
mean wind speed equal to or greater than the mini- cost ts shown as a range to represent the regional differences
mum required to be competitive was determined in fuel cost.s, which include fuel transportation tx)sts. The
from the resource estimates. During the time-se- wind energy COE estimates are identical with those used for
quenced calculatiotut, wind resources used at an ear- the White Paper. The rationale ft)r these COE estimates was
lier time were removed from the resource base. developed in g)me d(:tail by Hock. Thresher and Cohen (2).

The data in these COE curv_ were least-squares lit, using an
4) Penetration assumptions were used to estimate the exponential equation of the form

fraction of economically competitive wind energy
that could actually be developed for the region. This
multiplicative penetration fraction reflects investor, VWIND - A* EXP (B'COE) (|)

marketplace, and institutional constraints, where the values for A and B were determined from the tech-

5) A wind energy cost parameter and a foss_ fuel cost nology cost and performance assumptions for each time
parameter were embedded in the analysis. These frame: 1990, 1995, 2000, and then at 10-year increments to
parameters apply incremental variations to the wind 2030. Substitution of the avoided cost into Eq. (1) for COE
costs and fuel costs in order to lock at the sensitivity provides an estimate of the minimum required site average
to these costs for each basic scenario, wind speed at which wind will be cost competitive. Two sets

of regression coefficients were determinexl in this manner for

Two basic scenarios of technology development were consid- each region; one set for the Busincv,s As Usual (BAU) sce-
ered. The baseline scenario, which assumes current research nario(Case 1), and a second set for the R&D Intensification
,rod development R&D funding levels, has been termed the scenario(Case 2_.
BAU scenario, or Case 1. The second is a case where the de-

velopment of wind technology is intensified, and it has been
called the R&D Intensified scenario, or Case 2. Both sce-

narios are also subjected to the application of an economic in- 10. ) ) _ ) .. , ,
centive program, termed "National Premiums," where a

$0.02/kWh premium ts applied to the cost of fossil-fuel gener- 8 , 13 mph
ation sources. ,,x...
Ener_rEVMarket Projections _ 6 .

The White Paper provided estimates for the electrical energy _ 4 • ,_'_='-_ -'-'='-".--._ AvoidedCostt_anqe.
market between 1988 and 2000. Cost of fuel, variable O&M,

and projected electrical energy supplies were provided for "'""---- ---------" '-'" =-:'-

each of the four geographic regions for coal, natural gas, cii, 2 acc_ _&D_un0,_
nuclear, and hydro power. After the year 2000, the fuel mix

ratios tbr each region were held constant. 0 _ t _ _ _ ; ..... ;
1990 1!95 ._OO0 ;_OOS 2_310 201S 2020 :025 2G3(

In the White Paper, the assumption was made that wind en- Year
orgy v,'c_uldcompete primarily against oil and natural gas dur-

ing the early years but would not compete with coal directly FIGURE1. WIND TECHNOLOGY COSTCURVES
until about 2010, when oil and natural gas were displaced
from the marketplace for new generation. For this reason the
:woidcd cost was taken to be the price of oil and gas until it
was displaced. In addition, as dLscussed above, the potential Wind Resource Estimates
market for wind energy was assumed to be only the projected
new generation growth for the fuels that wind wa.s competing The resource potential was _timated by dividing the United
against. Thus, during the near term, wind was competing States into four regions as defined in the White Paper. These
against relatively high-priced fuels, but the market was re- four regions are the Northeast, North Central, South, ;rod

West. The wind resource potential used for this study was de-stricted to supplying new generation only. Wind was not al-
lowed to displace oil and gas energy from existing plants. In veloped by Elliott, Wendell, and Gower (3). These estimates
this study, the model has been modified to allow the avoided include realistic land exclusion allowances lcr environmental.

urban, forest, agricultural, and range land requirements, and
cost to be computed as the weighted average cost of coal, gas, assume wind farm arrays with a spacing of 10 diameters be-
and oil for each region, and wind is allowed to compete with tween rows in the downwind direction and 5 diameters in the

ali fuel-based generation, croas-winr_direction. The average energy capability, is then es-
timated, luming an overall wind turbine conversion effi-
ciency of 25% and overall losses of 25%. The available en-
ergy density potential for each study region is shown in Figure
2 as a function of mean wind speed. Also shown in the figure



is • _t _" _ tam_ _ _ fit m tt_ data ualng an

cxpm_,mi_ ¢qaa_m of the. fona
"FABLE 1. I'ENET"IL_TION CONSTIUklNTS

(Avad E,'_r_/1.Jnit Wina.f,pem:l) - C' E.XP (D" V) (2) (% of Economic Markm)

where C and D are the regression ct_fficients a,,. V is wind- Year Case I Case 2.
speed. Integration of this expression over ali windspeeds
equal to, or greater than, the value of VWIND obtained from 1995 2 ,% 5%
Eq. (1)yields the economically available wind resource for a 2000 5% 10%' 2010 10% 20%
given region. Subtracting the previously developed resource 2020 15% 30%
gives the net available resource in any given time period. 2030 20% 40%

The resource estimates used in the White Paper came from
cstimate_ made by Cherry(4) in 1981. The more recent esti-

mates _,, Elliott, et al.(3) include more restrictive landouse ex- Higher penetrations are assumed for the Premium and lnten-
clusions and updat_ wind data analysis and were therefore sifted RD&D _.enaricm reflecting the implied greater market
used for this study, demands. In the longer tc.rra when wind energy costs become

competitive with coal, these assumed penetration factors are
-I- the only constraints preventing wind energy from capturing

, a. the entire energy market, lt should be noted that these pene,.
,

,_ -,, tration factors represent the subjective judgment of ,'he au-
, "q Nomre.._r thors.+

,,c_o_. .'.'-.
- t".. * s0,uTM

"'_ '_ ""'.. "",* "_'"_m',a In addition to these penetration constraints, an overall wind
w _.NN ? , penetration limit of 20% of total electrica_ generation was100 .'.. ,,,, _ cENrRAL

|t"._ .. , '-' placed on each region. This constraint greatly slows the"". " .,. w_Er
_ ',, , __ _ growth of wind generation in the long term. The current rule

"_ _0 ' ,-. .. .. of thumb is that intermittent generation sources, such as wind

i- !- o'X_. '"..,, . "-"', energy, should not make up more th_,n 10% of a utility sys-5 "x tem's generation capacity. The higher 20% limit for this study
>- -,.,, • _t 'l,,(.9 _ _ was assumed to reflect improvements in operating strategies,

"'rr i __'"'. a "" , better transmission among utilities, and the intreduction of
>' low-cost storage over the next 30 to 40 years.IJJ
-,_ 011 ' ' i '

'12 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 20 Results>
< 1OreMEAN WIND SPEED

_Incremental wind energy penetration estimates dt.weloped
during this study are presented in Figure 3, for each 5- or 10-

FIGURE2. THE AVAILABL_ WIND ENERGY FOR THF. year period. Cases 1 and2 are shown both with andwithout
STUDY REGIONS the National Premium (denoted +P in the figure). The re-

suits for the Intensified R&D case in the White Paper are also

shown for comparison. The bars in Figure 3 also show the
breakdown of energy cxmtributed bv each region. As a refer-

Constraints once , note that current annual wind energy production in
California is about 2 BkWh.

'"he penetration of a market by a new technolo_ do_ not
occur instantly, even when the'. new technology enjoys a sig- For Case 1, wind d(x_s not begin to make a noticeable
nificant cost or performance advantage. For wind systems contribution until the 2(XX)-2010 time frame and then begins
there arc manufactunng and in:_tallation rate constraints: and, to grow modestly with time. The re_mon for this can ix: ex-
perhaps most importantly, investors and users must be cxm- plained by studying Figure 1which shows the wind technology
vinced that the technology will operate reliably and efficiently and avoided cost curves. Under the BAU scenario (Case 1)
over its expected 20- to 30-year life. For these reasons, assumptions, wind energy costs are greater than avoided costs
penetraticm rate constraints ,,_ere placed on the potential until 2000, even for the better wind sites. The addition of the
wind market. After determining the amount of wind energy $0.02/kWh premium shifts the avoided cost curves, which
that could economically be supplied, a penetration fraction makes wind cx_mpetitive sooner, as shown by the (1+ P) bars.
was applied to represent th_-se constraints. The assumed tIowever, the very low penetratien rate rx)nstraints imposed
penetration factors are presented in Table 1. in the near te_n slow early market penetration. Thereafter,
These factors were selected to be quite small during the near the addition of wind generation grows rapidly until the 2020-
term, reflecting a high degree of caution on the part of users 2030 time frame, when so much wind has been added to the
and investors concerning the economic value and potential generation pool that it is approaching the overall supply limit
problems of operating an intermittent energy-generating sys- of 20%, and growth is curtailed.
tem. Irt later years, it was assumed that confidence in the
technology would build significantly, but it still seemed un- Under the Intensified RD&D sca'nario(Case 2), tl_ cost of
likely that wind technoogy could capture the entire market, wind energy declines more rapkt!y with time, but still does not
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drop below the avoidedcosts until the2000-2010 time frame. PERCENT OF TOTAL GENERATION
After this crossover point, however, the growth is rapid be- [

cause there is a much broader economicalwind resourcepo- 20 I " "'_:

._, ...... ,,_4",,'¢* _ _ /
tential. The Intensified RD&D case from the White Paper / .. ,
(R2) is also shown in Figure 3. It should be remembered that / / " "

f /

for this case, wind was competing with oil and gas in the near / ,
I" : ,e

term and coal in the long term, but could only supply new en- / . ,
ergy growth needs. As can be seen in Figure 3, the c,ost ad- 15 _- / ,"

vantage of competing against oil and gas helps in the near Ii- / . ,'

/ ' /

term, but growth is slower in the long term because of the / ,
smaller market size. / ,'

/ , /

Figure 4 shows the wind energy supplied as a percentage of 10 / ,,'
/ ,'

total U.S. electricity generated. This figure also shows result:; / ,,
for Case 2 with the addition of the $0.02,tkWh premium. This / ,'
figure illustrates the cumulative differences for each scenario, / ,,'

Case I shows the slowest market penetration, while Case 2 + 5 - / .. ,e
Premiums shows the most rapid penetration. Notice, how- / "
ever, that in both cases including the premium, the 20% over- / .
ali supply limit is reached in the 2010 to 2020 time frame, /

which thereafter limits wind utilization to 20% of new energy / ...... ... ,-"
growth only. 0 / ..... ""

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the sensitivity of wind penetration to
variations in the wind COE estimates. The ordinate of these YEAR
plots shows wind generated electricity product'on and the ab.- CASE 1 CASE 2scissashows fractional variations from the nominal wind cost

curves of Figure 1. Thus a wind COE variation o_"0.2 implitm CASE1 CASE 2 + P + P
that the Figure 1 cost curves have been shifted upward by _ ""_"............
20%. Figure 5 shows the sensitivities of the incremental pen-
etrations for Cases 1 and 2 with premiums for the near term. FIGURE4. WIND ENERGYSUPPUED AS A PERCENT-
The curves for the 1990-1995time frame show a high semi- AGEOF TOTAL U.S. ELECTRICITYGENER-
tivity to variations in wind turbine-costs. A 10% variation in ATED

4
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FIGURE 5, THE SENSITIVITYOF WIND PENETRATION

TO VARIATIONSIN WIND COSTS FIGURE6. THE SENSITIVITYOFCUMULATIVEWIND
PENETRATIONTO VARIATIONSIN WIND
COSTS

wind COE results in an order of:magnitude difference in pen..
etration. In the 1995-2000 time frame, this sensitivity is re-

duced for small variations in COE but is still high for large ANNUAL PRODUCTION, BkWh
variations. Figure 0 show's the sensitivity of long.term cumula- / -- ....

tive wind penetration to variations in wind cosL_. This curve | I t
I I

illustrates a marked reduction in sensitivity except for Case l 100 ,l'/_""'" .... ............._"-'
wiZhout premiums. This lack of sensitivity is due to the effect
of saturating the overall electrical energy supply limit of 20%. //

onOnCefurtherthatlimit isreached,mark:ctgrowth, cost variations have little influenoe 1 0 _ ///,,'//,'

Figure 7 demonstrates the sensitivity of wind penetration to //variations in fuel cost projections during the near term. This
plot shows an extreme sensitivity to fuel costs. A 50% varia- ' .
tion in fuel cost assumptions results in a penetration change 1
of more than an order of magnitude for Case i. As has been
demonstrated quite recendv, a 50% variation in some fossil-
fuel costs may not be unreasonable. "I'nese sensitivity plots

should give the reader an intuitive feel for the difficulties of 0.1
developing accurate predictions for wind turbine market
growth, parttcularly over the span of 40 years.

Figure 8 illustrates the use of the economical wind resources
as a function of time. As wind technolo_ improves with time 0.01

(0.5) 0 0.5 1 1 5 2and wind COE Ls reduced, the technology can be used at
lower windspeed sites. This means that the economically VARIATION FROM NOMINAL FUEL COE
available wind resource is increasing with time. The resource
is also being depleted with time astutbines are being installed, CASE 1+ P CASE 2 + P CASE 1+ P CASE 2 + P
shown by the solid portion of each bar. 1990-95 1990-95 1995-2000 1995-2000

FIGURE7. THE SENSITIVITYOF WIND PENETRATION
TO VARIATIONSIN FUELCOSTS
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FIGURE 8. DEPLETIONOF ECONOMICALWIND RE.
SOURCES WITH TIME

The projected electricity demand for each time frame is also 4) The rc:suitsof this study depend on _hemarket pene-
indicated on the graph for reference. The single most impor, trat=on rates assumed and the 20% overafl electrical

rant point illustrated by this plot is that no more than 10% of energy supply limit. If these assumptiom are modi-
the economically available wind resource is needed to supply fled, for example, to include the effects of storage
20% of the U.S. total electrical needs in the year 2030. and removal of transmtssjun restrictions, the pro|ec-

tions may vary dramattcallv,
Conclusions

"Iq_c authors olfer the following conclusions based on the References_
modeling in this sensitivity study:

1. Th_ Potential of Rcn_b__bo_bg__.
1) Wind resource availability wa.,_not the limiting factor ratorv White Parer, SERI/TP.2L, O-3674, March

for the growth of wind gent.ration. Other factors 1990,
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influence the results much more dramatic.ally. 2. Hock, S.M., Thresher, P,.W., and C.x_hen, J.M.,
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ogy. This study indicates that the premium in-
creases the penetration more rapidly than the 3. Elliott, D.L, Wendell, LL. and Gower. G.L.. "U,S.
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vironmental and Land.Use Exclusions," Windtx:wer
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